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The dist ribut ed opti cal fib er vib ration senso rs (DO FS) have been widely explo red with regards to
th eir signi ficant impact in senso r appli cations. The Phas e-sensitive Optical Time Do main
Reflect ometry (Φ-OTDR) whi ch is known as on e of th e mos t vigo rous dist ributed opti cal fib er
sensi ng technologies has attracted eno rmous research att ention due to its st rength in high precis ion
measurement s, fast speed respons e, long perimeter mon ito ring, as well as vibration detection abiliti es,
amon g oth ers. Howev er, it becomes very traumati c when data of th e said sensing technology meant
for vi bration det ection is obstru cted by noise. Therefore, i n ord er to success fully enhan ce effecti ve
vi bration det ection by th e Φ-OTDR sensing technology , d enoising becomes very ess ential . The ΦOTDR sensing data therefore was initially process ed by Hilb ert transform to retrieve both the real and
imagi nary parts of th e compl ex signal . Then dis crete wavel et trans form was identi fied and carefully
appli ed to obtain the desired denoised output of whi ch phase unw rapping was performed to reveal the
vi bration point . In the experiment , t he Signal-Noi se-Ratio (SNR) of th e location informati on was
greatly impro ved from 16 .0dB to 30.0d B on 2km sensing fib er. Therefore, t he proposed method has
th e pot ential to precisely extract int rusion lo cation from any harsh setting with st rong noise
background.
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INTRODUCTION
The Distributed Optical Fiber Sensing (DOFS) technologies
have been k eenly explored in recent times o f which vibration
sensing based on Phase-sensitive Optical Time Domain
Refl ectometry (Φ-OTDR) has widely gained enormous
research attention. The said sensing technology has since
contributed significantly with respect to fast speed response
(Wang, 2016), high sensitivity, large dynamic range sensing
and precise location detection, (Peng et al., 2014).
*Co rrespo ndi ng author: Atubga David Atia Ibrahim,
Key Lab of Optical Fib er Sensing and Commun ication (Ministry of
Education), School of Informati on and Commun ication
Engineering , University of Electronic Science and Technology of
Chi na, Chengdu, China.

Also, the Φ-OTDR sensing technology has equally
demonstrated o f be en proficient, effective and the ultimate in
terms of border intrusion monitoring (Chen, 2017). In
addition, a reflectometry of 90° optical hybrid has
successfully achieved homodyne detection (Wang et al.,
2016), whereas the phase information of Rayleigh scattering
light wave in an optical fiber similarly demonstrated of
trans forming a fib er cable into massive sensor array in
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) (Wang, 2019).
Additionally, the application of a Single Mode Fiber (SMF)
on a truly distributed optical vibration sensor based on ΦOTDR accurately enhanced smooth vibration detection
without stress (Lu, 2010). Above all, one key merit of using
the Φ-OTDR technology in DOFS vibration sensing is that it
improves the Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR) value in the
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process of lo cating an external vibration (Pan, 2011) and
(Pang, 2016).
Notwithstanding, vibration detection can only be
successfully achi eved i f the data meant for the said processes
is void of noise and other distortions. As a result, a
considerabl e number of signal denoising techniques have
been demonstrated including bilateral filtering, bayes-shrink
thresholding (Andria, 2013), median filtering (Wang, 2010),
Kalman filtering (Jwo, 2010), among othe rs. However, these
aforementioned methods come with their intrinsic fl aws and
not suitable in cas es where signals oft en overlay the noise
(Han, 2007) and (Baili, 2009). Per the implications of the
foregoing denoising techniques, the strength of each largely
depends on the source and kind of data. Although the said
techniques might be good for denoising in same sphere, the
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) filtering worked p erfectly
and considered the preferred option. Hence in this pap er, the
Φ-OTDR raw signal was first processed of which the
retrieval of the real and the imaginary parts of the signal
were obtained by the application of Hilbert trans form.
Then DWT was applied to success fully denoise the said
signals. Finally, we c arried out angle and phase unwrapping
to reveal the vib ration point. T he experimental results by the
proposed techniqu e heightened the vibration point with a
significant enhancement of the SNR value from 16.0dB to
30.0dB. The next section introduces the DWT approach
whereas the proposed method is represented in Section III.
Section IV illustrates the experimental setup of the Φ-OTDR
sensing system with analysis of the results then fin ally,
Section V concludes the paper.
THE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM (DWT)
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product to obtain the wavelet coeffi cients as illustrated in
equation (2) called the approximation coefficients and in
equation (3) expressed as the detailed coefficients. On the
other hand, the computational analysis of symlet function sφ
involving the discrete wavelet trans form is pres ented as
follows;
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This process decomposes the signal into an orthogonal set o f
wavelets components and by thresholding the said
components, the denoised signal is obtained. The coeffi cient
is then set to zero if it is smaller than the threshold value. The
denoised signal at this point is recovered by performing
inverse DWT on the results. Therefore, the wavelet is
constructed from a s caling function that describes its scaling
features by capturing both the frequency and location
information as expressed and pr esented in equations (2) and
(3) respectively;
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As a result, if w e combine the above equ ations with equation
(2), it becomes;
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The discrete wavelet transform denoising approach: The
Discrete Wavelet Trans form (DWT) is implemented by the
use of discrete sets of wavelet scales and translations to
successfully harness effective signal processing while
obeying some defined rules. A remarkable fact about the
DWT is that it is represented as a m athematical microscope
and time-frequency approach us ed for the analysis of signals
after d ecomposing them over dilated and translat ed wavelets
forms (Lin, 2010). Mathematically, a wavelet is expressed as
2
a function φ which belongs to L (R) with a zero (Donoho,
1995), as presented below in equation (1).
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Likewise, the detail coeffi cients can beexpressed as shown
below in equation (8)

w  x , y   s   n  w  x  1, n  n  2 y , y  0 (8)
As a result, the original Φ-OTDR data in the denoising
process can be vi ewed as approximation coeffi cients with
orderx. That is, w  x , y   w  x, n where by applying
equation (7) and (8), the next level of approximation and
detail coefficients can be obtain ed with the desired denoising
output. T his algorithm is very effective and effi cient enough
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to find the coefficients, level by level rather than directly
using Equations (2) and (3) to find the coefficients.

a t  

THE PRESENTATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

Further, we perform angle (∠) and phase unwrapping to
successfully extract the vibration point along the sensing
signal,as expressed in equation (12) below;

The application of Hilbert transform for retrieving the
Φ-OTDR complex signal: To effectively carry out the
denoising processes, we applied Hilbert transform for the
demodulation of the raw data to first retrieve the complex
signal of which further processing for the enhancement o f
both the real and the imaginary parts of the signal could be
obtained by the application of equation (9) as pres ented
below.

Q(t )  H [I (t )]

(9)

Where H(I(t)) represents Hilbert trans form and Q(t) could
successfully be retrieved. Hence to efficaciously obtain the
real and imaginary parts of the complex signal, we applied
equation (10)

x  I (t )  jQ(t )

(10)

of which x is the complex signal, I(t) as the real signal and
Q(t) repres ents the imaginary signal. T his was then followed
by the denoising processes as presented in the next section.
The main steps of the proposeddenoising technique:The
presentation of the processes involving the discrete wavelet
trans form denoising and th e Hilbert transform approach on
the Φ-OTDR sensing data for vibration detection
ischronologically presented ben eath;

Read the Φ-OTDR raw data

Apply Hilbert Transform for demodulation

Retrieve complex signal

Obtain both real and imaginary parts of the signal

Deploy Discrete W avelet T rans form denoising

Employ symlet denoising scheme

Selectappropriate decomposition order/level

Carefully consider the detail wavelet coefficients

Denoiseboththe real and imaginary signals

Perform angle and phase unwrapping algorithm

Execute di fferential phase trace and extraction

Carry out vibration detectionprocesses

Evaluate and cal culate for the SNR value

Further computefor the SNR enhancementvalue

Finally evaluate and end the processes.

x 2 t   H

2
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Where I(t) and Q(t) represent both the d enoised forms of the
real and imaginary sign als respectively, of which th e angle
and phase unwrapping was successfully applied to harness
the retrieval of φ( t) for the phase trace. Therefore the angle
and phase unwrapping processes finally heightened the
vibration detection of the Φ-OTDR sensing signal with its
corresponding statistical features.
THE Φ-OTDR EXPERIMENTAL
DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

SETUP

AND

The experimental setup of the Φ-OTDR system:The
experimental setup of the Φ-OTDR system is demonstrated
with an ultra-narrow-line width (100Hz) laser operating at
1550 nm employed as the light source with a 1:99
Polarization Maintaining (PM) coupler. The laser output is
divided into two branches by a 1:99 PM coupler forming
asprobe light and a local reference light. One of the b ranches
is modulated by an In-phase/ Quadrature (I/Q) modulator
with 500MHz frequency shi ft to generate th e pulsed probe
wave (with 100ns puls e width, allowing for 10m spatial
resolution). The sampling rate is 2GHz and that of the
repetition rat e o f the p robe pulse is 50kHz. The probe pulse
is injected into the sensing fiber through a circulator and the
o
Rayleigh Scattering (RS) signal is introduced into a 90
hybrid. The 1% branch o f the laser output is used as the LO.
Then before the LO is injected into hybrid, a Polarization
Controller (PC) is inserted in order to match the LO with the
selected polarization branch of the hybrid. The two outputs
of the hybrid are converted into electri cal signals by a two
ports AC coupled detector and then s ampled by the OSC. At
the position of 2km, a 12.7m bare fiber is coiled over a
cylindrical PZT, used as the test point. T he process o f phas e
unwrapping algorithm, signal reconstruction leading to
denoising and vibration detection are completed in real-time
by a personal computer involving the applic ation MATLAB
processing environment as presented in Figure 1.

Consequently, after success fully obtaining the desired
denoised signals with significantly preserved details, the next
section was duly executed for the extraction and vibration
detection as discussed beneath.
The processof vibration extraction and detection:In order
to successfully achieve th e vibration detection, the rawforms
ofboththe real and imaginary signals were retri eved by the
application of equation (10)as discuss ed in the preceding
stages. Then we applied equations (7) - (8) to enhance the
desired d enoised signals. T hese denoised real and imaginary
signals were then converted into the magnitude or phase
format to facilitate th e extraction p rocesses for the vibration
detection by applying equation (11) below.

Fig ure 1. The experimental setup of the hybrid Φ-OTDR
sens ing system for vibration detection. I/Q :In-phas e
Q uadrature Modulato r; EDFA: Erbium -Doped Fiber
Am plif ier; VOA: Variabl e Optical Attenuator; PC: Polarizati on
Co ntroller; PD: Photo Detector; PZT: Piezo Trans ducer, Pc:
Personal computer

Analysis of and discussions of the denoised results: As
previously stated, the retrieval of the complex signal of the
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Φ-OTDR was performed by applying Hilbert Trans form of
which both the real and imaginary signals were success fully
achieved by the application of equations (9) and (10)
respectively. The DWT denoising technique was therein
carried out by applying equations (7) and (8) accordingly.
The desired denoised real and imaginary signals were then
obtained. Hence, the results of the real original and its
denoised signals are demonstrated in Figure 2 (a) and Figure
2(b) respectively. Comparatively, there exist relatively vast
difference in terms of the noise levels per the denoised signal
and its corresponding original signal. The intensity of a
distance at approximately 2100m onwards on the denoised
signal shown in Figure 2(b) has signi ficantly presents much
reduced noise level as compared to that o f the exhibit o f the
corresponding original figu re as presented in Figure 2(a)
below.

Fig ure 2. Original and denoised real signal

The representation of the imaginary part and its denoised
signal are equally illustrated in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)
respectively as shown below. Constructively, it is apparent
that there is much reduction of th e noise level per the
intensity of a distance atapproximately2100m on both figures
states in the preceding.

Fig ure 4. Original and denoised phase trace

In contrast, Figure 4(b) clearly demonstrate the vibration
point detected with improved fading points at a distance of
approximately 2110m and equ ally presents a closed view o f
the said point. In the history o f optical imaging and wireless
telecommunication as well as signal denoising, fading has
been a serious phenomenon such that the phase ext raction on
the differential phase traces sometimes becomes very
diffi cult to precisely locate the vibration zone after
denoising. Nonetheless, the proposed method has
successfully enhanced the denoised signals and aided smooth
extraction of the vibration zone per the normalized d enoised
intensity phase trace as revealed in Figure 4(b). The
depiction of the original time domain signal and its denoised
form are also presented in Figure 5. The red irregular line
represents the original data clearly demonstrating the level o f
extreme noise present while the blue thin line therein
indicates its denoised form as illustrated below in Figure 5(a)
and Figure 5(b) respectively.

Fig ure 5. Original and denoised time domain signals

The SNR value w as then c alculated with r espect to the time
domain signal by the application of equation (13) as
presented ben eath.
Fig ure 3. Imaginary and denois ed imagi nary signal

Phase trace extraction for vibration detection: In the
DOFS vibration detection involving the Φ−OTDR sensing
technology, a Piezoelectric Transducer (PZT) with the
maximum vibration frequency response o f 50kHz is used as
the vibration actuator during the experimental stage.
A single vibration is added to the position of 2110m along
the sensing fiber. Several traces in the Φ−OT DR system
were recorded by a double channel oscilloscope. The
extraction of the phas e trace to detect the vibration was then
executed soon after obtaining the denoised real and
imaginary signals where we performed angle and phase
unwrapping by the application of equations (11) and (12)
respectively. The reflection of the traces on the signal
appeared to be very serrated due to the pres ence of much
interference and fading thereby leading to th e existence o f
extreme fading points on the original signal as presented in
Figure 4(a).

 S
S N R  1 0 lo g 1 0  P o w e r
N
po w e r






(13)

where Spo wer refers the signal power and N power also
representing the power of the noise. We therefore obtained
the SNR value from 16.0 dB to 30.0 dB corresponding to
both the original and denoised signals. To successfully
reaffirm the SNR enhancem ent level, we further carried out
standard deviation (σ) computation per the said vibration
point by applying equations (14) and (15) correspondingly as
presented below.
 

v ar

 p q

(14)

where p represents the noisy signal and q also signifying the
cleaned signal. W e obtained 0.4670 and 0.0934 as the valu es
of the standard deviation corresponding to the o riginal signal
and the denoised signal respectively.
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(15)

The proof o f the SNR enhancement w as finally confirm ed by
the application of equation (15). Then a final value of 14.0
dB was achieved as the improved SNR value.
Conclusion
In this paper, we successfully demonstrate the proposed
method on Φ-OTDR sensing data for vibration detection. It
considerably reduced th e noise with preserved signifi cant
details that aided smooth extraction and detection of the
vibration point. There was equally an improvement of the
SNR value. The technique proved effective and could
withstanding real time performance in distributed Φ-OTDR
vibration detection and could equally be replicated in other
related DOFS sensing technologies for similar tasks. In
conclusion, the proposed technique has the potential to
precisely extract intrusion location from anyharsh sensing
domainwith strongnoise background.
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